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The number one trend among China's Gen Z, the "contras t look" blends retro and futuris tic elements with everyday s tyle. Image credit: Bilibili

By NORA HOWE

As China's Gen Z consumers have become increasingly sophisticated in their consumption patterns, their personal
styles continue to evolve.

Due to an increased use of video as a medium for expressing fashion preferences, Chinese social platform Bilibili
has become a significant predictor for China's fashion trends as well as brands' go-to platform for discovering
these trends. In partnership with Alibaba's T mall and online marketing tech platform Alimama, Bilibili has released
its findings on the latest Chinese consumer fashion trends today.
What's trending
T he "2021 Spring and Summer Season Fashion Report" suggests that Gen Z remains the main driving force behind
China's fashion consumption growth.
With an average capital expenditure of 51,260 RMB, or $7,871 at current exchange rate, Gen Z fashion consumption
in China accounted for 30 percent of the overall fashion market in 2020, with a year-over-year growth rate of 106
percent.
In 2019, the population of Gen Z in China exceeded 226 million, accounting for 16 percent of the total population,
according to the report. With 86 percent of Bilibili's 202 million monthly active users under the age of 35, one out of
every two young people in China is a Bilibili user.
Bilibili is the top platform for China's Gen Z to pursue fashion-related content, according to the report.
In 2020, the number of video views generated from fashion content on Bilibili grew by 130 percent year-over-year,
while the number of video views generated from professional fashion shows increased by 140 percent year-overyear.
Based on research collected from Bilibili content, the report identifies three major fashion trends and key cultural
preferences among China's Gen Z.

"New clas s y look" is China's lates t fas hion buzzword. Image credit: Bilibili

T he number one fashion trend on Bilibili is the "contrast look," a blend of retro, futuristic or surreal elements such
as cyberpunk with everyday, mainstream style in China. Video views of "contrast look" content more than doubled in
2020.
T he second trend is the "new classy look," with durable, versatile and minimalist products. According to Bilibili and
Alibaba, China's Gen Z's heightened sense of value for money has led to a shift in their expectations of quality.
T he number of "new classy look" videos on Bilibili increased by 240 percent in 2020.
Lastly, the third major trend is expanding fashion and style into all lifestyle scenarios, such as at home, in the gym or
camping.
T he COVID-19 pandemic shifted young consumers' understanding of fashion from daily wear to a comprehensive
lifestyle look. Stylish, comfortable and durable activewear and sportier lifestyles are trending immensely among
China's Gen Z.
In 2020, activewear-related content on Bilibili increased by 80 percent, while general fitness content increased 180
percent.
Additionally, the market for smart home devices, stylish home decor and loungewear accelerated dramatically as
time spent at home increased. In 2020, video views of smart home-related content on Bilibili increased by 120
percent.
As lockdowns limited social gatherings and outdoor engagement, camping has become a new setting in which Gen
Z seeks to showcase personal style. Views of camping-related content increased by 160 percent.
T his has led to a surge in upscale camping, or "glamping," which offers the camping experience with high-end
amenities often associated with hotels or resorts.
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China's Gen Z cultural preferences include: street culture, such as skateboarding, graffiti, tattoos and hip hop;
gaming culture; ACG culture, such as animation, cosplay, Lolita fashion and virtual idols; pop culture, including
electronic music, street dance, clubbing and music festivals; internet culture, such as auto-tune remixes, memes,
emojis and stickers, celebrity news and short-form video content; art; and city lifestyles.
Ahead of the trends

Historically, consumers would look to fashion houses for inspiration as brands were the ones setting the trends.
Now, it could be argued that brands are looking to keep up with the dynamic trends set by consumers on digital
platforms such as Bilibili and T ikT ok.
Aligned with the growing "outdoorsy" trend among China's Gen Z consumers, Italian fashion label Gucci released a
nature-inspired campaign showcasing its collaboration with outdoor recreation brand T he North Face. Based on the
notion that travel leads to self-discovery, the collaboration aims to empower people in their quest to celebrate and
express their own characters and personalities.
T hrough a series of still images and film, as well as short form content created for T ikT ok, the campaign follows a
group of Gucci-clad hikers through a trip to the great outdoors. T he forests and mountain peaks of the region provide
a scenic backdrop to the imagery (see story).
Keeping up with the gaming trend, French fashion label Balenciaga and Streamline Media Group teamed up to
bridge the worlds of gaming and fashion, resulting in an interactive fashion-gaming experience, Afterworld: T he
Age of T omorrow.
While Balenciaga was not the first to incorporate interactive gaming into its brand, the launch marked the first time
an international luxury fashion brand debuted a wholly digital in-game experience (see story).
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